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Whether you already have a drawer full of scarfs or are going out to get this year's Fabulous
styles, Sensational Scarfs will show you ways to create Fantastic new looks with a scarf and
these easy-to-follow guidelines. With easy-to-follow guidelines and guidelines for adding scarfs
to your closet, Sensational Scarfs shows you the ins and outs of putting on this year's most
popular fashion accessory.Listed below are 44 Fantastic methods to create a good new look.
However you choose to wear your scarfs -- around your throat, as a belt, a sarong, or a halter --
once you start you won't set off without one.
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Too Outdated this is a little little paperback in black and white. In fact it is tiny (less than 5x7)
with paperback pages. Old styles no color . Didn't meet my expectations I actually was
oringinally excited to understand this book, but must have read the reviews more closely. thank
goodness I just bought one. it has a few scarf ties for your throat, body wraps and other designs.
If you are searching for current styles this is NOT the publication to get. This is an excellent book
for those who wear scarves and do not how to arrange them and I don't... This is a great book for
people who wear scarves and don't how . I recommend this book, it had been just what I was
looking for. SO very OUTdated.I like the many tips for tying scarves, but some are just not
feasible for this day and age. Wasn't what I expected. I wish I would have spent a little more $$
on a reserve with color webpages and with an increase of modern styles. Very disappointing,
and wish I'd spent my money somewhere else. Three Stars Not that many excellent tying
options. A little difficult to comprehend This scarf book was ordered with 3 others similar to it. I
liked that one the least. It had been not very particular about how to put your hands. And I'd
have enjoyed it better in color. Don't waste your cash I've gotten better scarf books free of
charge from department stores. That one is filled up with poor drawings and poor descriptions
on how best to tie the scarf. the styles have become old rather than for current moments. I
wanted a book with 44 neck scarf tie tips, but instead got a book that also included head and
belt styles which I am not thinking about.. On the 62 web pages. The book boasts “44 Great
Methods to Change a Scarf right into a Fabulous Fashion Look” And addresses such subjects as:
Creating a basic scarf wardrobe How exactly to fold a scarf Neckline accents Ties Waistline
wraps Multiple scarf dressing Soft Flings (flip one end over your shoulder) Sun wraps Cool
searches for hot times Head wraps Hair Accessories Instant dress-ups Scarf tips and tricks Tips
for easy care Five Stars fun and easy to understand from Wasn't what We expected. The
instructions are black and white sketches with motion diagram arrows. The scarfs cover what
appears like silk cotton and a few knitted. On the 62 pages. The book boasts “44 Great Ways to
Convert a Scarf right into a Fabulous Style Look” And addresses such subjects as: Building a basic
scarf closet How exactly to fold a scarf Neckline accents Ties Waist wraps Multiple scarf dressing
Soft Flings (flip one end over your shoulder) Sun wraps Cool searches for hot days Head wraps
Hair Accessories Instant dress-ups Scarf guidelines Tips for easy care A scarf is a lot more than
an afterthought This book is designed more for an inspiration when compared to a practical
application. However I did look more carefully at the section on how best to tie a scarf such as a
tie and it looked just as apparent as any tie instructions I have scene. The instructions are dark
and white sketches with movement diagram arrows. The designs in the reserve were very simple
and straight forward A scarf is a lot more than an afterthought This book is designed more for an
inspiration when compared to a practical application. The scarfs cover what looks like silk cotton
and a few knitted. Nevertheless I did look more closely at the section on how best to tie a scarf
just like a tie and it looked just as very clear as any tie guidelines I have scene. I would not
recommend this unless as the one picture teaches you want to have a huge scarf, tie it around
your upper body, then bring it down and pull it through your legs and draw the ends forward to
make a strange looking style summer outfit.. One Star Very aged edition, from the 1980s
Sensational Scarves It didn't present me some of the intricate ways to tie a scarf that I have seen
other folks wear I was extremely disappointed . Some styles were popular years back, and are
not trendy today. Older designs no color pages. Five Stars great book Five Stars Great book for
those folks who are significantly less than fashion savy!
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